
TIMARU Tournament Trip
(October 4th to 6th 2021)

Information:
We are running a trip down south to Timaru for their ‘Tier 3’ tournament on October 5-6th (leave on
4th). This is a great opportunity for Elevate players to compete and get valuable match experience
against a variety of opponents. Parents are welcome to travel with players and pay for a ‘coaching/warm
ups’ fee, or stay at the same/nearby accommodation to our team.

Schedule:
October 4: Leave for Timaru at 1pm. Train at Timaru tennis centre upon arrival.
October 5-6: Timaru Tournament
October 6: Leave Timaru (after tournament completion) for Christchurch.

Trip Cost:
The cost of this trip covers accommodation, travel, food (breakfast, lunch and dinner), balls, warm ups
and coaching analysis throughout the tournament. Players are recommended to bring extra ‘pocket
money’ for tournament snacks and one night for takeaways.
Note: The cost of this trip does not include entry fees.

$300 (for 2 nights)
Payment can be paid in ‘weekly instalments’ or in full at the end of the term.
A 20% deposit is required to confirm your spot on the trip.

What are the benefits of tournament trips?
- Fun, group environment which will give players long-life memories. Trips have the rare

advantage of players watching & supporting others members on the trip.
- Opportunity to play lots of matches in a short time span - this helps with player learning,

on-court experience and technical/tactical development.
- Opportunity to play different opponents outside of Christchurch, as well as in different

environments. E.g. surfaces, venues etc. This helps them become stronger players.
- Having a coach around 24/7 helps with match performance. Players get pre-match tactics and

post-match analysis to help them gain an advantage over their opponents. Nic watches the
matches and can support players’ during the match, plus can implement information from
these performances into his training sessions. Warm ups and training each day is also vital!

-
Any questions? Email us: n.jenkins687@gmail.com


